1. This note is a continuation of our earlier paper [-3], in which we developed a dilation theory for a certain class of contraction operators acting on a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space ~. The notation and terminology in what follows is taken from [3] . For the convenience of the reader we recall a few pertinent definitions. The algebra of bounded linear operators on ~ is denoted by Y(~). If T~Se(2C), the ultraweakly closed algebra generated by T and l~e is denoted by dr; we recall that dr can be 
1. This note is a continuation of our earlier paper [-3] , in which we developed a dilation theory for a certain class of contraction operators acting on a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space ~. The notation and terminology in what follows is taken from [3] . For the convenience of the reader we recall a few pertinent definitions. The algebra of bounded linear operators on ~ is denoted by Y(~). If T~Se(2C), the ultraweakly closed algebra generated by T and l~e is denoted by dr; we recall that dr can be identified with the dual space of the quotient space Qr=(zc)/• where (zc) denotes the ideal of trace-class operators in 5~(24 ~) and • is the preannihilator of dr in (z c), under the pairing (A, [L] )=tr(AL), Aedr, [L] eQT.
The open unit ball in 112 is denoted by ID, and we write ]f= ~ID. The class A(J4e)c~(~t ~ consists of all those absolutely continuous contractions T (i.e., all those contractions T whose unitary part is absolutely continuous or acts on the space (0)) such that the Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional calculus @T: H~~ is an isometry. If TsA(Juf) then r is the adjoint of an isometry qST of QT onto the predual LI(Ty)/H~(TY) of H~176 ") (cf. [3, 5] ), and via the pair {q~r, ~-br}, the pair of spaces {LI(TY)/H~(TY), H~ can be identified with the pair {Qr, dr}.
If x, y ~ Jt ~, we write x | y for the rank-one operator defined, as usual, by (x | y) (u) = (u, y) x, u ~ ~. Of course, x | y ~ (z c), and if some re ~(~,~) is given, we write [x| (or simply [x| when no confusion can result) for the image of x| in Qr. If n is any cardinal number satisfying 1-<n-<No, we denote by A,(~) the set of all those T in A(,;4 ~) for which every system of simultaneous equations
0_-< i, j < n (where the I-Lu] are arbitrary elements from Qr) has a solution {xi}0=<z<,, {Y;}o~;<,-When no confusion will result, we write simply A, for A,(24~). In [3] we began the structure theory of the classes A,, and, in particular, the dilation theory of the class A~o. A primary motivation for the introduction of these classes in [3] was as follows. Let (BCP)=(BCP)(~) denote the set of all those completely nonunitary contractions T in Y(24 ~) for which the intersection o-e(T)c~ID of the essential spectrum of T with ID is sufficiently large that almost every point of II" is a non-tangential limit point of o-~(T)c~ lid (such sets are said to be dominating for ]F). It was shown in [4] (and also in [7] ) that (BCP)aAso, so all of the results obtained in [3] In [2] it was shown that all (BCP)-operators are reflexive, and the main purpose of this note is to show that all operators in the larger class As o are reflexive (Theorem 1.7). This is worthwhile because we show in the third paper [1] of this sequence that many familiar operators belong to A~0 and thus are reflexive. In particular, we will show in [1] on the basis of Theorem 1.7 that every weighted unilateral shift W that is a contraction whose spectrum satisfies ~r(W)= 11" is reflexive, thus generalizing considerably the results on reflexivity of [8] .
We write Lat (T) for the lattice of invariant subspaces of an operator T, and if ~,~#eLat(T) with ~/g D~#, so Jg@.X is a semi-invariant subspace of T, we write T, ge~ for the compression of T to this semi-invariant subspace. We also write P~t for the (orthogonal) projection whose range is a subspace ~r Our principal tool is the following result of Robel [7, Proposition 6 .1].
Proposition 1.1. Suppose Te(BCP)(J~), ye~f ~, and e>O. Then there exists a subspace ill ~ ~ such that tilt ~ Lat (T), T IJr ~ (B CP) (J/Q, T~e e ~ ~ (B CP) (2/t" 0 J/l), and IIP~YI[ <e.
We will also need the following easy lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Suppose T is a completely nonunitary contraction in ~(Jr and {2,}~_1 is a sequence in ID that is dominating for 7y. Suppose also that Jg ~ Lat (T) and Z[Jg is a normal diagonal operator with the property that each 2, is an eigenvalue of T[Jg of infinite multiplicity. Then Te(BCP).
Proof. The hypothesis ensures that each 2, belongs to o-~(TlJr and since ale(T[~)cal~(T), we conclude that ~(T)c~ID is dominating for g.
The following result is an easy consequence of Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 1. Proof. Let {2,}2=1c lD be dominating for ql', and let N be a normal diagonal operator of uniform infinite multiplicity whose eigenvalues constitute the sequence {2n}~= l-By Proposition 4.2 of [3] there exist invariant subspaces JPlo DSU for T such that T~oe~ is unitarily equivalent to N. Thus N* is the restriction to an invariant subspace of (TIJgo)*, and it follows from Lemma 
., y,} of vectors from ~ such that
IIx ~ -x~ll <n~ 1/2, IlY ~ -Y~II <n6~12, (2) and 
II[(x~174 irEz~|176
In particular, since the [Lu] are arbitrary elements of Q, for u, waC@./ff, we have
[u | v]Q, = g,~-~ q~-([u | v]e0
by virtue of (7) 
IIx~-xill <n~ 1/2, Ily~-ydl <n~1/2, 1 <_i<_n,
and
II[(y~-y3|
IlEz'k| l<_i<_n, l<_k<m.
By applying qSrqSs -t to (9) and using (8), we see that (1) is satisfied. We will now prove (2) for the x~'s, recalling that q~s and qSr are isometries. We have from (5) and (10) and from (6) we obtain 0{ I/2 < max(dlj 2) + z/2n.
Hence from (12), (13), and (4) we conclude that
i,j as desired. Of course this argument works equally well to prove that Ily~ _Y~ll < n al/2, 1 <-i< n. To conclude the proof of the theorem we content ourselves with proving the first inequality in (3). [4] are reflexive.
As mentioned earlier, the utility of Theorem 1.7 will be greatly enhanced by the appearance of [1] , because of the large number of operators that turn out to belong to A~o. For the moment we deduce the following corollary of Corollary 1.6 and Theorem 1.7. 
